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Whether it is better to wish upon a dandelion or to wish upon a star is debatable in this
imaginative tale for young minds and listening hearts. A fascinating set of characters interact to
tantalize imaginations until the very last page. The story takes place against a backdrop of rich,
vibrant illustrations designed to tickle fancies and funny bones. Dandelion, Star, and Hoot Owl
are just a few of the colorful characters you will meet in this lively, fast-paced tale. Come along
and enjoy the fun.You will discover a strong spiritual theme woven through the dialogue and
personalities in "Wish Upon a Dandelion". Will Dandelion come to realize the most important
thing in life? Will she reach her God-given destiny? Let the reader decide in this little page turner.
"Dandelion" is a keeper to be read again and again.
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This book is dedicated to my wonderful husband, Jerry. The idea for this book formed in my
mind one day as we walked hand in hand through the grass. Jerry made an off-hand comment.
"Oh, look at the dandelions! We wished upon dandelions when we were kids."

It has been said that if you wish upon a star, you just might get what you wish for. But, there are
those who like to wish upon a dandelion.A star.A dandelion.Two of God's amazing
creations.Awesome!

Star, high, high in the sky looked down upon the earth and saw one of God's delightful
creations. "Dandelion, I saw your petals blown away in the wind as someone made a wish. Shall
we grant the lady her wish?"

"Sure! Why not?" responded sweet little Dandelion.Then she laughed her deep, Santa Claus
belly laugh."HO, HO, HO. HEE, HEE, HEE, HEE.""Why, you know we don't have the power to
grant a wish!" exclaimed she."Yes, we do!" strongly disagreed Star.
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JudyBritt, “Wonderful child's book and easy to read. As a grandmother I wish to state that this is
a terrific book, well written and illustrated. My two grandsons finished reading this and really got
caught up in the story. One grandson is reading impaired and he was actually able to read this
and follow the story. Wonderful book. I will certainly recommend it to my friends for reading to
their children.”

Sandy, “Great book for all children!. I don't know why one reader commented this book isn't good
for schools, nor do I understand why it was disappointing to them. It is colorful and interesting
and great for all children, and the intro clearly states a spiritual theme of the story. I give it 5
stars!”

The book by Win Wu-Wei has a rating of  5 out of 2.9. 3 people have provided feedback.
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